Tablet Questionnaire

The tablet computers in this classroom are part of an ongoing grant project that focuses on course redesign using mobile technology. Use the Likert scale (5=strongly agree, 4=agree, 3=neutral, 2=disagree, 1=strongly disagree) when responding to the following statements.

1. I learn well when the instructor uses a Tablet PC in the lecture and produces inked slides as lecture notes.

2. I am more engaged in the lecture when the instructor uses a Tablet PC to highlight or add material to a projected visual aid.

3. I am more engaged in the lecture when the instructor uses in-class exercises that allow me to submit answers, and get feedback, instantaneously (using a system such as Ubiquitous Presenter, or similar).

4. When turning in solutions to in-class exercises the use of tablets and the anonymity of this process encouraged participation.

5. The use of tablet PCs helped to clarify potential misconceptions of content during class.

6. The use of tablet PCs helped to clarify difficult concepts during class.

7. The web-based repository containing all inked lecture notes is easy to access and improved the accuracy of my own note taking.

8. I wish more courses would use tablet PCs.

9. I wish I had my own tablet.

10. The inked slides are legible.

Please provide any additional comments on the tablets, the Ubiquitous Presenter system, the classroom setup, etc., here: